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Racial and ethnic residential segregation has long been the central
focus of stratification and inequality research, and it is a linchpin of
racial stratification in the U.S. Sociologists and demographers have
developed a series of spacial or aspatial measures to capture distinct
aspects of segregation. Although the recent development of segre-
gation measures, for instance, spacial exposure, accounts for spa-
cial proximity among different groups, it is static and ignores the so-
cial connectedness dimension. This article uses population mobility
across communities to correct the potential bias in spacial segrega-
tion measures. As population mobility is highly racially segregated,
we modify the conventional spatial isolation index by adding an ex-
tra layer of social connectedness between communities to create a
socially and spatially weighted segregation measure. We then use
this spatial and social segregation measure to quantify the level of
blacks’ isolation with whites in the local neighboring communities.
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Spatial segregation of racial groups has received consid-1

erable attention from social scientists, journalists, and2

policymakers in the U.S., as it relates to a variety of nega-3

tive outcomes, such as poverty (1, 2), school resegregation4

(3, 4), and crime (5, 6). Residential segregation serves as a5

fundamental mechanism of socioeconomic stratification, and6

residents of poor and geographically isolated communities have7

limited contacts with and access to the mainstream society8

with opportunities and resources (7–9). Thus, an appropriate9

measure of racial and ethnic residential segregation is vital10

to our society, especially to those minority groups living in11

disadvantaged neighborhoods.12

For over 60 years, social scientists have developed various13

aspatial and spatial measures to capture the degree of residen-14

tial segregation and its impact on education, housing, health15

care, and labor market outcomes (10–17). These measures16

account for distinct spatial variation in unevenness, exposure,17

clustering, concentration, and centralization with indices like18

dissimilarity index, information theory index, and spatial ex-19

posure (7, 12, 18). Of these five dimensions, only unevenness20

and exposure are widely used in empirical studies by social21

scientists (19). These measures rely on the partition of a22

city or county into small geographic units such as Census23

Tract or Block and they are often aspatial and static. A more24

sophisticated segregation measure is to incorporate spatial25

relations between two units when defining segregation indices26

(15, 20). In this research, the primary segregation measure of27

interest focuses on the exposure dimension, which captures the28

extent to which members in a group interact with members of29

different groups in a given space. Typically, scholars use the30

distance between two geographic units to account for spatial31

proximity. But this assumes that different social groups living 32

in proximate geographic areas have a greater likelihood to 33

interact with each other. This underlying assumption is not 34

necessarily true, given that two proximate geographic units 35

might not be tightly connected due to various reasons (e.g., 36

rivers, highways). 37

To address these shortcomings, Echenique and Fryer took 38

a social network approach to develop a measure of segregation 39

based on social interactions (16). The rationale is that an 40

individual is more segregated when interacting more with other 41

segregated agents in a community. They also highlight that the 42

measure of segregation should disaggregate to the individual- 43

level. Yet, their measure receives less attention due to lack 44

of large-scale social interaction data across different social 45

groups. A few notable exceptions are Wang, Candipan, and 46

their collegue’s seminal work on using geocoded twitter users’ 47

everyday mobility data to measure neighborhood isolation 48

in America’s 50 largest cities (9, 17). Their research shows 49

that urban residents of poor minority communities appear to 50

travel far and widely across communities instead of limiting 51

themselves in their neighboring communities. Following their 52

research, we argue that spatial proximity and social interaction 53

are two distinct dimensions to measure residential segregation, 54

even though they are correlated. For instance, a person lives in 55

Stony Brook might never go to East Setauket in Long Island, 56

even though these two areas are geographically proximate. 57

Thus, to better measure residential segregation, we need to 58

account for both spatial proximity and social interactions. 59
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In this article, we focus on black-white residential segrega-60

tion because historically African Americans are the minority61

group that experiences the hypersegregation (21). We modify62

the conventional spatial isolation index by adding another63

social interaction layer to account for social connections across64

different communities. Using novel big data on cross-census65

group block population mobility in New York State, we first66

examine the population mobility in 2019-2020 and then mea-67

sure the local racial segregation for any individuals in a given68

census block group (CBG), creating a spatially and socially69

weighted measure of cross-racial exposure for CBGs. These70

spatial and population mobility data afford scholar an oppor-71

tunity to create a more comprehensive and fine-tuned measure72

of racial residential segregation in the U.S.73

Measuring Social Connectedness across Communities74

Racial segregation is not only solely about where people re-75

side, but also about where people travel over the course of76

everyday activities (17). To capture the strength of social77

connection, it requires large-scale and representative data on78

social connectedness between individuals or communities.79

We define social connectedness as the extent to which a80

community is densely connected with its neighboring commu-81

nities. Following Echenique and Fryer’s work, a community is82

highly connected with another communities if residents within83

two communities interact with each other densely. We can84

use different social relations, such as phone call records, online85

friendship, and traffic visits, to quantify the strength between86

two communities. For instance, Bailey et al. used online87

friendship links on Facebook to measure social connectedness88

across different geographic units (22). Candipan et al. re-89

purposed geocoded Twitter user mobility data to develop the90

segregated mobility index to assess the isolation among urban91

communities.92

In recent years, especially in the pandemic, to combat93

COVID-19, big tech firms such as Google, Facebook, and94

SafeGraph have shared large-scale population mobility data95

with academic scholars at small geographic units such as96

Census Block Groups (CBG). Even though these are not97

designed for segregation research, we can repurpose these98

data and examine the social interaction dimension of racial99

segregation (23). We rely on SafeGraph’s Social Distancing100

Metrics Data, which contains digital trace everyday mobility101

information across different communities in 2019-2020. We102

aggregate the daily mobility data to the annual level for each103

census block group. SafeGraph’s social distancing data shows104

that population mobility before and in the pandemic is highly105

racially segregated. A white dominated-community is densely106

connected with other local white communities and is highly107

disconnected with local black communities. A large proportion108

of New York black residents lives with low levels of residential109

exposures to white neighbours.110

Given that we have daily visits from the i− th and j − th111

census block group, we can compute social connectedness index112

(SCI) for each pair of CBGs in a given period P as follows.113

SCIij =
∑P

d=1 (V isitsijd + V isitsjid)
1
P

∑P

d=1 (Devicesid +Devicesjd)
[1]

Where i and j denote the i−th and j−th census block group,114

d denotes the d−th day, V isitsij indicates the daily visits from115
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Fig. 1. Distributions for Social Connectedness Index in New York, 2020

i to j, and devices denote the number of unique devices (i.e., 116

individuals) in a given census block group. We then normalize 117

social connectedness index by divided the maximum value of 118

raw SCI score, so it ranges from 0 to 1. A large value indicates 119

that two communities are densely connected. The preceding 120

formula treats SCI as undirected, and we can also compute the 121

SCI based on the origin-destination pattern simply as follows. 122

SCIij =
∑P

d=1 V isitsijd

1
P

∑P

d=1 Devicesid

[2]

Fig. 1 shows the distribution of the SCI based on Eq.1 for 123

CBGs in New York after excluding disconnected communities. 124

The average SCI between two CBGs is 0.0015 in 2020. 125

Measuring Spatial Segregation Socially 126

Spatial isolation index has been often used to measure the 127

extent to which one social group is exposed to another group in 128

its local environment. Spatial isolation index of blacks captures 129

the extent to which an individual encounters neighbours from 130

another racial group. A high value indicates that blacks are 131

more isolated with whites living in neighboring communities. 132

Let us first assume that in a spatial region R, it has N smaller 133

units (i.e., in our case, census block groups) and M mutually 134

exclusive racial groups. Thus, for any blacks in a CBG i, we 135

define a spatially weighted isolation as follows. 136

Spatial Isolationim =
∑N

k=1 τkm ∗ 1
(Dik+d)a∑N

k=1
1

(Dik+c)a

[3]

If we replace the distance weights with social connection 137

index, a metric ranging from 0 to 1 capturing the connection 138

between communities, then similarly we can compute the social 139

isolation index as follows. 140

Social Isolationim =
∑N

k=1 τkm ∗ (Sik + s)b∑N

k=1 (Sik + s)b
[4]

We use the modified spatially and socially weighted isolation 141

index to capture the isolation between blacks and whites to 142

describe residential segregation in New York (24). Because 143

SafaGraph does not provide individual-level mobility data, we 144

focus on census block groups, the smallest geographic unit in 145

the dataset. Note that our modified measure can be easily 146

disaggregated to the individual level. We define the spatial 147

and social isolation index (SSI) as follows. 148
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SSIim =
∑N

k=1 τkm ∗ 1
(Dik+d)a ∗ (Sik + s)b∑N

k=1
1

(Dik+c)a ∗ (Sik + s)b
[5]

Where m and n denote the specific racial group m and n149

(in this case, they are blacks and whites) in M ,i and k are150

indices for a given census block group (i, k <= N), τkm is151

the population density for a certain racial group m in a given152

census block group k, calculated by dividing its population153

by total population in the census block group k, Bk is the154

number of blacks in census block group k, Wk is the number155

of whites in census block group k, Dik is the distance between156

census block group i and k, and Sik is the social connection157

index between census block group i and k. d and s denote158

the constant adjustments which make sure the expression is159

defined when Dik = 0 and Sik = 0. a and b are two exponents160

used to control how much weights we tend to give to proximity161

or social connection in the measure. In this analysis, we set162

a = b = d = s = 1. Setting d higher would reduce the weights163

given to the smallest distances and setting s higher would164

increase the weights given to the smallest social connection.165

Given that we can further restrict the limit of the physical166

distances between census block group i and k, spatial and social167

isolation (SSI) then can represent an individual’s residential168

and social interaction experience in the local environment. We169

can further aggregate CBG level to county or city level. In170

this article, we use 10 km as the radius to define the local171

environment, although Wang et al.’s work reports the average172

travel radius within commuting zones for urban residents in173

the U.S. is 5.29 km with a SD of 1 km. We use a larger value as174

our neighborhood radius because our research includes census175

block groups in rural areas. We also computed 1km and 5km176

and results are consistent.177

Fig.2 compares different indices. Panel A, B, C, and D178

show the distributions for proportion of blacks, spatial isolation179

index, social isolation index, and SSI index, respectively, in180

a given CBG. Note that Panel B and C shows that spatial181

isolation and social isolation indices show great disparities in182

terms of the distribution pattern. New York black residents183

show great social isolation with whites than spatial isolation184

in the pandemic.185

This spatially and socially weighted segregation measure,186

SSI, has several merits. First, we can use spatial distance to187

define the geographic region R, and thus we treat scale as a188

variable instead of constant. This is particularly useful when189

scholars conceptualize the scale of neighborhood differently190

(25, 26). Second, SSI ranges from 0 to 1, and a larger value in-191

dicates that member in the focal group is completely spatially192

and socially isolated with members in other groups. Third, our193

measure is dynamic and can capture the temporal fluctuations194

in segregated mobility patterns. We use annual mobility data195

to capture the level of connectedness between communities,196

but scholars can also use monthly and quarterly mobility data197

to capture seasonal nature of racial residential segregation. Fi-198

nally, scholars can also flexibly define the social connectedness199

index using different available social relation data between200

individuals or communities. For instance, scholars can use201

virtual relations to measure the strength of connectedness202

between two communities.203
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Fig. 2. Distributions for Proportion of Blacks, Spatial Isolation Index, Social Isolation
Index, and SSI Index.

Results 204

Population mobility is highly racially segregated before and 205

during COVID-19. We first analyzed population mobility in the 206

pandemic from SafeGraph social distancing metrics data in 207

New York.We define a community with over 60% blacks as 208

black community and over 60% whites as white community. 209

We compute the social connection index (SCI) from original 210

CBG to neighboring destination CBG using average annual 211

visits based on Eq.2. We use 10 km radius as the threshold to 212

define a neighboring community. Fig.3 reports the observed 213

SCI in 10 thousands for different origin-destination patterns. It 214

shows that residents in black communities travel more to other 215

black communities, and residents in white communities travel 216

more to white communities. This demonstrates that social in- 217

teractions between communities are highly racially segregated. 218

Black and white communities are highly disconnected. 219

I then use OLS models to examine how racial composition of 220

the origin CBG and the destination CBG affects the population 221

mobility in 2019 and 2020. The key independent variables 222

are segregated patterns: From Black to White, From Black 223

to Black, From White to Black. The reference group is From 224

White to White. We also control for distance, average number 225

of devices, and total populations. Table 1 shows that after 226

holding other factors constant, the connection from white to 227

black and black to white communities is statistically significant 228

weaker than the connection from white to white communities. 229

Results in Table 1 also reveals that black communities is highly 230

disconnected with neighboring black communities. These 231

results hold for before and in the pandemic. 232

Being socially segregated is distinct from being spatially seg- 233

regated. We compared the socially weighed version of residen- 234

tial segregation (i.e., social isolation index) with conventional 235

spatial isolation index for blacks. The average spatial isolation 236

index in New York is 0.209, while the average social isolation 237

index is .214. This means that blacks are more socially iso- 238
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Fig. 3. Racial Patterns of Population Mobility across Communities within 10 km in New
York, 2019-2020. We plot the observed SCI for different origin-destination patterns
based on Safegraph social distancing data. W-B denotes the connection from white
community to black community. We define a black community if the black population
is over 40%.

Table 1. OLS models estimating mobility in New York State

Variables 2019 2020

Black-White -0.001*** -0.001***
(0.000) (0.000)

Black-Black -0.002*** -0.002***
(0.000) (0.000)

White-Black -0.001*** -0.001***
(0.000) (0.000)

Distance ln -0.003*** -0.003***
(0.000) (0.000)

Controls Yes Yes
Constant 0.030*** 0.030***

(0.000) (0.000)
Num.Obs. 8675436 6887835
R2 Adj. 0.074 0.072

* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001

lated with whites relative to spatial isolation in the pandemic.239

Although these two measures are strongly correlated (Pear-240

son’s r = 0.591), a large proportion of the variance in social241

interaction cannot be explained by psychical distance.242

Black residents in Bronx, Kings, and Queens County are243

most spatially and socially isolated with white New Yorkers.244

We calculate the SSI index for all counties in New York State.245

Note that we set the 10 km radium as the local environment246

of interest. Consistent with prior studies, Black residents in247

urban areas are more isolated than those in rural areas. The248

average SSI indices for Bronx, Kings, and Queens county are249

0.57, 0.35, and 0.29, respectively, then followed by Monroe250

County (0.22), New York County (0.21), Erie County (0.20),251

Westcherster County (0.19), Albany County (0.17), Rockland252

County (0.16), and Onondaga County (0.15).253

Fig. 4 shows the spatial and social isolation measure for254

blacks in New York City. A darker blue shows greater spatial255

and social isolation. The Upper East Side of Manhattan shows256

the clustering of black New Yorkers with a lower exposure257

to white residents, while the southern extreme shows a lower258

isolation of blacks with whites due to the clustering whites259

in this area. The most segregation census block groups are260

located in Bronx, Brooklyn, and Queens areas.261

Discussion262

The ethnic and racial residential segregation has been an en-263

during feature of American society. It is the linchpin of racial264

stratification and a legacy of the Plessy v. Ferguson. For the265

SSI
New York

0 - 0.32
0.32 - 0.64
0.64 - 0.96

Fig. 4. Spatial and Social Isolation Index for Blacks in 2020

past six decades, scholars have developed a variety of segre- 266

gation indices to capture residential segregation, but most of 267

them are aspatial and static. In this article, we introduced a 268

novel spatial and dynamic measure of residential segregation, 269

accounting for spatial proximity and social interactions. We 270

fine-tuned the traditional measure of spatial exposure–spatial 271

isolation index by adding a social interaction layer using resi- 272

dents’ everyday travel data among communities. 273

Following recent work, we argue that social isolation is 274

distinct from spatial isolation, even though social isolation 275

is a function of spatial proximity (9, 17). We first analyzed 276

the population mobility data in the pandemic and find that 277

New York residents’ travel patterns are racially segregated. 278

White communities are highly connected with other local white 279

communities, but are highly disconnected with other black 280

communities. This indicates that the conventional isolation 281

index only including spatial proximity cannot account for 282

social connectedness between communities. We also compared 283

spatial isolation index with social isolation index and find that 284

these two measures are modestly but not completely correlated. 285

Thus, we need a geographically and socially weighed measure 286

of residential segregation to address the spatial and dynamic 287

nature of racial segregation. 288

Using the novel spatial and social interaction index, we 289

then quantify each CBG’s isolation level in New York State 290

in the pandemic. We find that black residents in New York 291

City, especially in Bronx, Kings and Queens are most isolated 292

with their white New Yorkers in neighboring communities 293

in the pandemic. The spatial and social isolation might be 294

beneficial regarding preventing the spread of COVID19 across 295

communities, but it might have other issues, for instance, 296

mental health problems and lack of medical resources. In this 297

article, we only use New York State as an illustrative case and 298

future studies should extend our approach to other states. 299

Our spatial and social isolation index focuses on census 300

block group level due to data availability issue. A more 301

nuanced approach should be defining spatially and socially 302

weighted segregation measures at the individual level. A re- 303

cent example is Brown and Enos’ seminal work on partisan 304

sorting for 180 million voters (24). Their partisan segregation 305

accounted for spatial proximity but again not social inter- 306

actions between Republicans and Democrats in neighboring 307

communities. We are in an era of data explosion, but accessing 308

large-scale individual-level digital trace data is still difficult, 309

and it contains ethical and privacy issues. We still need to 310

further strengthen the collaboration between the industry and 311
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the academia in order to harness the benefits of big data for312

the public good.313

Materials and Methods314

Here we briefly summarize how we calculate social connection index.315

Social connection data. To combat COVID19, SafeGraph inc.316

has released places. geometry, and patterns data. We use317

its social distancing metrics at the census block group level318

(https://docs.safegraph.com/docs/social-distancing-metrics). It319

documents the origin CBG, the destination CBG, and the number320

of devices traveling from the origin to the destination.321

SafeGraph has excluded census block groups with fewer than322

five devices visiting a place in a month and its data products and323

maps are aggregated and no human subjects would be re-identified.324

Racial composition data. Open census data. we use the matched cen-325

sus data from SafeGraph, which is based on American Community326

Survey 2019 5 year estimates.327

Geographic distance data. Distance was calculated using QGIS’ dis-328

tance matrix module.329

Data and code availability. All aggregated data used in the analysis330

are available via https://osf.io/pvbxw/.331
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